
Uganda 
MT. ELGON

CUP PROFILE 
A sweet, clean, complex cup with a 
delicate aroma, medium acidity and 
notes of dark chocolate raisins, black 
and black tea.

ABOUT MT. ELGON 

Mt. Elgon is an extinct volcano spread across the border of Uganda 
and Kenya, though its highest point, called Wagagai, is on the 
Uganda side. 

Kyagalanyi, our sister company in Uganda, owns and runs the 
Kapchorwa wet mill, on the western side of Mt. Elgon. Producers 
here have traditionally sold in parchment, but by accepting cherry 
at the wet mill, the team has gained greater control over outcomes. 
Its careful separation of lots and its acceptance of only harvests 
that are 95 percent red cherry has dramatically improved the 
quality of its coffees—which financially benefits all parties. 

PROCESSING DETAILS 

This season, the team at the mill was excited to have a new 
Penagos Ecopulper, which can de-pulp 2,500 kgs of cherry per 
hour. Accepted cherry was, batch by batch, de-pulped and then 
fermented 12 hours overnight. 

The next morning, the coffee was floated on the washing bay, 
where mucilage and any remaining floaters were removed. The 
parchment was then placed outside in dripping trays to dry for the 
rest of the day, and a combination of sun and mechanical drying 
were used to lower the moisture content to 12 percent.

This Genuine Origin Mt. Elgon was created from five distinct 
batches, harvested on Oct. 10, Oct. 24, Oct. 27, Nov. 2 and Nov. 
7, 2017; two of the batches were fully dried in the sun, and three 
batches were finished in a vertical dryer. The team chose these five 
batches based on their cupping flavors, which individually ranged 
from “floral and citrus” to “coffee blossom” and “candy-like.”

Region: 
Eastern Region, Kapchorwa

Community/mill: 
Kapchorwa washing station

Contributing producers: 
Five groups, totaling 885 
smallholder farmers

Altitude: 
1,650–2,200 meters ASL

Varieties: 
SL14, SL28, Bugisu Local

Processing: 
Washed, sun dried and 
mechanical dryers

Average farm size: 
2.4 acres/0.97 hectares 

Harvest: 
October–November 
2017
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FROM OUR TEAM IN UGANDA

“In Mt. Elgon, it usually starts raining at around 1 p.m. every day during the harvest 
period, which is a challenge. Activities start at 6 a.m. every day, and it is a race to wash 
and drip the previous day’s coffee before the rains start again. This year it has rained a 
lot in Mt. Elgon—considerably more than last year. This has been very beneficial for the 
volume of the crop but it has come along with big challenges. In the higher altitudes, 
the excessive rains have caused a break out of coffee borer disease (CBD). Also, the 
quality of the roads and the general infrastructure has been greatly affected, and the 
transport and ferrying of wet parchment and cherries has been very difficult, during a 
year when volume pressure has been a constant.”




